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Abstract: In Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture, Priority Service System (PSS) plays a
vital responsibility to provide Quality-of-Service (QoS) for the applications based on networks.
Priority queuing systems has always been a subject of interest for analytical modelling and evaluating
the performance. However, previous works have mainly focused on performing priority queuing
under range dependent traffics, namely Short Range Dependent (SRD) or Long Range Dependent
(LRD). Recent studies revealed that realistic traffic demonstrates a heterogeneous nature for the
modern networks that provide multiple services. In this paper, the results of analytical and simulation
models of dynamic priority service systems is reviewed to study the heterogeneous traffic impact on
designing and performance of the systems based on networks. In this paper, the results of analytical
and simulation models of dynamic priority service systems is reviewed to investigate the impact of
heterogeneous traffic on the design and performance of network-based systems. Here, the time of
presence of requests in limited and unlimited buffer system is restricted. If the restriction is violated,
the requests will be lost. The results of experiments conducted on both models are compared and it is
identified that they differ in the allowable limit (2-9) %.
Keywords: Service systems, service process, analytical and simulation model, request, transact,
dynamic priority, limited and unlimited buffer.
1. Introduction

Significant advancements in networks and technologies extending communication resulted in
popularising network-based computing as a paradigm to realise a computing scheme that is both costeffective and delivers high levels of performance. In the recent years, with the focus on global-scale
systems, some novel computing schemes such as Internet-based computing and grid computing were
proposed. The ability to employ systems in global scales in crucial in a multiple set of domains, such
as financing, industry, military, and telecommunications. Procuring Quality-of-Service (QoS) in
various applications regarding networks has become an increasingly pressing demand. The
architecture models for Differentiated Services (DiffServ), as an efficient scheme to provide QoS,
categorises data packets to a few aggregated flows or classes to be handled according to the
differentiated priorities. Hence, preparing scheduling policies considering the priorities plays a
significant role in implementing DiffServ models, and impose crucial implications on their efficiency
[1-4]. The study of two options – limited and unlimited queuing service systems in the service for
requests with limited time for the presence in the service systems are reviewed. If the time restriction
for requests’ presence in the system is violated, the requests will be lost. These situations occur
practically in service processes of different technical systems. Therefore, the analysis of possible
situations leading to the loss in such systems is one of the important issues. The conducted studies
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show that although a number of research works have been dedicated to dynamic priority service
processes, it has not been possible to make the total time passed in service 𝑇𝑆 ∗ shorter than the
allowed limit as a preventive measure. The use of the algorithm that can better organize service
process enables reducing the total loss of request and increases the productivity of the system. The
investigations show that the solution is possible by choosing the optimum service method among the
options of interaction of queue and service algorithms. It is assumed that there is a homogeneous
stream of requests with a priority in the service. Dynamic priority of requests in the service process
can vary depending on the situation. Service time of all requests is distributed with the same rule and
it is possible for the situation to vary in two places –in queue and service during the system operation.
The presence of requests in the system consists of two phases, waiting and service. The total time
𝑇𝑆 ∗ of the presence of request in the system should not exceed𝑇𝑆 ∗ . The removal of the requests in the
waiting phase comprises the first type of loss in the system according to a certain rule in compliance
with the algorithm of the queue. According to the algorithm of the organization of service, if the time
of presence of requests in the system exceeds 𝑇𝑆 ∗ the loss of requests removed from the system on a
certain rule comprises the second type of loss in the system. In this paper, four cases covered by two
options of limited and unlimited queuing service (QS) models with the same type of request and
facilities in N number are reviewed in the introduction to these models. In the first case, the value of
the presence of requests in the system (in queue and service) and the value of the presence of requests
in the system exceeding the possible maximum value (at the latest, after the removal of request from
the system or service time) are determined. In the second case, the time value for the presence of
requests in the system (in queue and service) and the time value for the presence of requests in the
system exceeding the possible maximum value (in queue and at the latest, after the removal of request
from the system (in service)), i.e. the moment of the occurrence are determined. A basic dynamic
priority service system is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Dynamic priority service system with two classes of traffic.
Limited-unlimited queuing services are shown in Fig. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2 limited queuing service.
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Fig. 3 Unlimited queuing service.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the related previous studies carried
out on the subject of dynamic priority service systems are presented. Sect. 3 discuss our proposed
DPSS in detail. Moreover, the parameters employed in evaluating the performance and simulation
results are introduced in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions are provided in Sect. 5.
2. Related Works
There are numerous research in literature studying performance evaluation and analysing the
mechanism of the priority service system. In the following section, the classification of the previous
works are provided.
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2.1. Short Range Dependent (SRD) Traffic Method
The original focus of previous researches were on queuing systems according to priority prone to
Short Range Dependent (SRD) traffic [5–8]. For example, Choi et al. [5] investigated a queuing
system in which traffic flows with high priority and low priority are modelled using Markov
Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP), and ordinary Poisson process, respectively. From this, they
successfully concluded the steady-state joint generation function of the queue length for each traffic
flow in theory.
Mazzini, et al. [8] proposed a queuing system based on considering high and low priority traffic
flows to be similar statistical Bernoulli distribution forms. Moreover, they studied steady-state queue
length distribution and average queue length, and derived analytical expressions for them.
For priority queuing systems with traffics of the Gaussian form, Nannersalo and Norros [7]
produced approximations that are applicable to queueing length distribution of the mentioned systems.
The asymptotics of packet loss and delays in such systems is further studied in Mandjes et al. [6].

2.2. High quality and high time-resolution measurements
As is confirmed in multiple studies conducted recently on measurements for high quality and high
time-resolution [9–13], in a variety of networks, traffic demonstrates considerable frailness over a
vast range of time scales and in various networks. By employing statistically self-similar processes
with substantially different theoretical properties compared to the conventional SRD processes, this
network traffic fractal-like behaviour can be modelled significantly better.

2.3. Self-similar phenomenon of traffic
The self-similar traffic phenomenon is present in a wide range of networks, such as local-area
networks [10], wide-area networks [12], World Wide Web [9], wireless networks [11, 13], and
Variable Bit-Rate (VBR) video systems [14]. Therefore, studies concerned with priority queuing are
focused on systems with Long Range Dependent (LRD) self-similar traffic [15–17]. For example,
Ashour and Le-Ngoc [15] utilised Multiscale Wavelet Models (MWM) to specify a priority queuing
system LRD input traffic, and examined the analytical estimations for high and low priority traffic
queue length distributions.

2.4. Measurement-based method
A measurement-based method to estimate the probability of buffer overflow of queues in a priority
queuing multiplexer is developed in Quan and Chung [17].
In Iacovoni and Isopi [16], a queuing system with the high priority traffic being asymptotically
self-similar and the low priority traffic being precisely self-similar, is analysed. In this paper, a lower
bound for the overflow probability in low priority queue is obtained.
However, these studies conducted earlier considered only priority queuing systems with
homogeneous traffic. To elaborate, studies consider either SRD traffic or LRD. However, monitoring
the traffic within modern networks providing multiple service simultaneously demonstrates a
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heterogeneous nature. To our best of knowledge, there is hardly any analytical model that takes
heterogeneous SRD and LRD traffic presence in priority queuing systems into account. To provide a
solution to overcome this shortage, in this paper a novel analytical model for systems subject to
heterogeneous LRD self-similar traffic and SRD Poisson traffic is proposed, which is based on Large
Deviation Principles (LDPs).
2.5. Static priority approach
Previously a number of adaptive schemes based on static priority and round robin were proposed to
overcome the drawbacks for each scheme.
In the model proposed by Kleinrock, instantaneous priority is dependent on a parameter with
varying nature. In this model, p classes with a parameter b" associated with them (0 ≤ 𝑏1 ≤ 𝑏2 ≤ ⋯ ≤
𝑏𝑝) are considered. In this formulation, the priority of a customer with class i, arrived at time T, is
given by the equation (𝑡 − 𝑇) ∗ 𝑏𝑖 . In Lim et al. (1988), Lim and Kobza proposed a scheme called
head-of-line priority with jumps (HOL-PJ). In this scheme, a model with p traffic classes is considered.
If𝑖 ≤ 𝑗, it is said that the class i has non-pre-emptive priority over class j. However, there is an upper
limit on the time for each customer, which can be spent on a given queue. When the imposed time
limit is exceeded, the customer moves to the end of the next queue with the highest priority [18].
Ozawa studied a doubled-queued system, in which exhaustive services are received by the high
priority queue, while the low priority queue service is K-limited [19].
Lee and Sengupta [20] proposed and analysed a double traffic-class model in an ATM network.
2.6. Round-robin approach
In his approach, system service is carried out using the round-robin service discipline among the
classes. For either classes, it is possible to define a threshold denoted by L. If a class exceeds the
threshold in any of its queue lengths, the cells that are exclusively from that class are going to be
serviced, until the queue length once again falls below the threshold, which is then reverted to the
round robin. Performing analysis on coupled queuing systems, such as the instances described above,
generally involves transform-based analysis, often leading to numerical solutions. However,
obtaining a closed-form solution without simplifying the system behaviour approximations is difficult
[20].

2.7. Multiple finite source queuing model
A multiple finite source queuing model possessing dynamic priority scheduling is solved in Tosirisuk
and Chandra [21]. In this model, there are assumed to be P (P > 2) users for each computer system,
and the requests are transmitted to the CPU to be processed. Plus, the system consists of a single CPU.
A response is transmitted back to the user, once processing of a selected process is completed. The
user then generates another CPU request. The considered system might be a multi-echelon system,
possessing multiple bases, a centralized repair facility with a single repairperson, and no spares. What
differentiates their study from other authors is the lack of pre-emptive dynamic priority service
discipline. To solve this system, an approximation is derived. Simulation results demonstrate the
accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
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2.8. Other models
Management of distributed networks, which possess dynamic priorities, their requirements, and by
considering buffer limitations is studied in [22]. This study revealed that the total loss lower limit was
attained by the value specified by the queue length. The service process optimal characteristics in a
distributed computer network, which complicated the performance of the operating system, was
determined using these results. However, developing more advanced algorithms to organise the
service process, reduces the requirements loss, and increases the network services performance. A
notable feature of employing this approach is minimising the loss of claims without the service
permission, due to the preventive removal of some. To study the performance of such networks, these
systems can be modelled as a queuing system (QS). To solve the parameter optimisation problem, it
is necessary to determine the nature of preventive removal requirements, resulting in loss
minimisation.
To confirm the sufficiency of the analytical model developed in [23], simulation models should be
developed for such networks and services according to certain criteria, the results should be compared
for both models. What is apparent is that meeting the predefined quality of service levels in switches
requires employing high-speed multimedia networks with buffer spaces consisting shared buffering,
with numerous spatial priorities such as space priorities, objectified construction procedures in
various applications through utilising time priority buffers, and defining the necessary rules to select
the type and appearance of the s buffers [6]. Therefore, in classic priority service scheme, specifically
Go type, it is generally assumed that a certain application possess higher priority compared to other
bids in both species. The analysis demonstrated that on theory, the cat considered schemes with
various levels of spatial priorities to control sound in lyayuschie intensities (probably) in different
applications, loss of time, etc., and priorities affecting their time of s and latency in the buffer.
In [24, 25] various schemes were proposed to spatially define priorities to find the optimal size
employed for Buffer Memory (in some sense) used in the nodes of different service networks.
In [26 and 27], itis proposed employing time-varying dynamic priorities from the first high-speed
multimedia service network, based on its temporary functional conditions, as temporary priority.

3. The proposed approach
In this section, a DPSS method is designed by addressing the analytical and simulation models of
dynamic priority service system.
3.1. Formulation and Solution of the Problem
Four cases covered by two options of limited and unlimited queuing service (QS) models with the
same type of request and facilities in N number are reviewed in the introduction to these models. In
the first case, the value of the presence of requests in the system (in queue and service) and the value
of the presence of requests in the system exceeding the possible maximum value (at the latest, after
the removal of request from the system or service time) are determined. In the second case, the time
value for the presence of requests in the system (in queue and service) and the time value for the
presence of requests in the system exceeding the possible maximum value (in queue and at the latest,
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after the removal of request from the system (in service)), i.e. the moment of the occurrence are
determined.
3.2. The service for requests and verification of the condition
The abbreviation is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 The abbreviation.
Parameter The parameters meaning
probability of loss of resources in the waiting phase
p
1




Lq

probability to remove requests when providing services at the
server
Intensity of requests
Severity of service time
Increasing demands
Queue length

Ls

Average number of requests in the system

q

Lending queue waiting time

s

Average time spent on requests in the system

m

Maximum waiting queue
Average maximum possible time spent on requests in the system

p2



*

s

Four 𝛕𝐬 ≤ 𝛕𝐬∗ are fulfilled in different computer systems, (it is consistent with the first case of both
variants) and the condition 𝛕𝐬 ≤ 𝛕∗𝐬 is not met, there is no chance for the request to keep the service.
Such situation can occur in the first case of both options (there is no chance for requests to determine
𝛕𝐬 ) If service for requests and verification of the condition 𝛕𝐬 ≤ 𝛕𝐬∗ are fulfilled in the same computer,
the request remaining in the system more than 𝛕∗𝐬 time leaves the system without waiting for the
completion of the service. Such a situation can occur in the second case of both options (there is a
chance to determine 𝛕𝐬 during the service). The above-mentioned features of service process
significantly affect its analytical study. In a special case, the value of the second type of loss for the
model expressing the first case of the first option does not affect the characteristics of queue and
service, so that, the requests is fully serviced in any case. However, the value of the loss of second
type does not affect the features of queue for the model expressing the second case of the first option.
Therefore, its analytical study is more complex than the model expressing the first case of the first
option.
In this case, the removal of requests, which have not been served until the end in the system (the
second case of the first option), accelerates the passage of requests through the system (in comparison
with the first case of the second option).
In addition, this enables using the statistic results obtained for the first case of the first option and
assessing the relevant quantities in the second case of the first option. The first and second cases of
the second option have an endless queue, and the removal of request from the queue is executed on
the criteria expressed with the time of presence of requests in the system (there is a chance to
determine the value of 𝛕𝐬 quantity in the service). The organization of interaction in terms of
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effectiveness in the phases of queue and service of service system in the reviewed options of the
model allows writing different options. In addition, it should be noted that the procedure for the
removal of requests from the system should be corrected depending on the level of degradation of the
system for each case of the organization of interaction of queue and service.
“The oldest” request is removed from the queue in all options of the system reviewed in models (if
all places are occupied), so that, exactly this request in the queue has no chance to meet the time
restriction for the presence in the system more than others. It was considered for simplicity that
requests have been in the queue by the order of entry, i.e. the request, which is always placed in the
beginning, is removed from queue. It should be noted that in all cases, there is the finite value of the
length of queue minimizing the total loss in the wide range of the rules for the selection of requests
for the service and service time with Poisson input stream and exponential distribution law. The
characteristics of the reviewed QS have been determined by an analytical method with GPSS (General
purpose simulation) modeling language.

4. Performance evaluation
In this part, performance of the DPSS proposed method is proposed in the problems of waiting time,
length of the queue on realizations, length of the shift on the realization and limited and unlimited
queue service processes.

4.1. Performance metrics
Extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of DPSS and
compare it with analytical (A) and simulation model.

4.2. Simulation results and analysis
DPSS approach in the GPSS is implemented on Linux-Fedora 10. Simulations are performed on the
proposed method and it is found that proposed method performance has better results in the problem
of waiting time, length of the queue on realizations, length of the shift on the realization and limited
and unlimited queue service processes.

4.2.1. Simulation results
GPSS World Simulation Report is shown in Table. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
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Table 2 Output of GPSS Simulator 4.2.1.
_Start_time

_End_time

_Block_

_Facilities_

_Storages_

0.012

142.120

16

2

1

_Facility_

_Entris_util_

_AVG_

_TimeAvail_

_Owner2__Pend1_ _Enter_

_Retry_

_Delay_

_Sys

1

0.935

0.0061

1

1

1

USER2_a

CHAIN2_a

SIZE_a

RETRY2_a

AVE2_a CONT2_a ENTR2IES_aMAX2

AVE.TIME

LINE

3

1

0.00007

4

121.152

CECC

XNN

PRII

M11

ASSEMM CURRENT NEXT PARAMETER VALUE

8

2

338.769

8

14

_FEC_ _XN_

_PRI_

_BDT_

_Asem_

7

2

479.643

7

1

5

1

4

2

6
_Caren_next_par_meter _

2

_Value_
2

Table 3 Output of GPSS Simulator 4.2.2.
_Start_time

_End_time

_Block_

_Facilities_

_Storages_

0.012

142.120

16

2

1

_Facility_

_Entris_util_

_AVG_

_TimeAvail_

_Owner2__Pend1_ _Enter_

_Retry_

_Delay_

_Sys

1

0.935

0.0061

1

1

1

USER2_a

CHAIN2_a

SIZE_a

RETRY2_a

AVE2_a CONT2_a ENTR2IES_aMAX2

AVE.TIME

LINE

3

1

0.00007

4

121.152

CECC

XNN

PRII

M11

ASSEMM CURRENT NEXT PARAMETER VALUE

8

2

338.769

8

14

_FEC_ _XN_

_PRI_

_BDT_

_Asem_

7

2

479.643

7

1

5

1

4

2

6
_Caren_next_par_meter _

2

_Value_
2

Table 4 Output of GPSS Simulator 4.2.3.
_Start_time

_End_time

_Block_

_Facilities_

_Storages_

0.012

142.120

16

2

1

_Facility_

_Entris_util_

_AVG_

_TimeAvail_

_Owner2__Pend1_ _Enter_

_Retry_

_Delay_

_Sys

1

0.935

0.0061

1

1

1

USER2_a

CHAIN2_a

SIZE_a

RETRY2_a

AVE2_a CONT2_a ENTR2IES_aMAX2

AVE.TIME

LINE

3

1

0.00007

4

121.152

CECC

XNN

PRII

M11

ASSEMM CURRENT NEXT PARAMETER VALUE

8

2

338.769

8

14

_FEC_ _XN_

_PRI_

_BDT_

_Asem_

7

2

479.643

7

1

5

1

4

2

6
_Caren_next_par_meter _

2

_Value_
2
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Table 5 Output of GPSS Simulator 4.2.4.
_Start_time

_End_time

_Block_

_Facilities_

_Storages_

0.012

142.120

16

2

1

_Facility_

_Entris_util_

_AVG_

_TimeAvail_

_Owner2__Pend1_ _Enter_

_Retry_

_Delay_

_Sys

1

0.935

0.0061

1

1

1

USER2_a

CHAIN2_a

SIZE_a

RETRY2_a

AVE2_a CONT2_a ENTR2IES_aMAX2

AVE.TIME

LINE

3

1

0.00007

4

121.152

CECC

XNN

PRII

M11

ASSEMM CURRENT NEXT PARAMETER VALUE

8

2

338.769

8

14

_FEC_ _XN_

_PRI_

_BDT_

_Asem_

7

2

479.643

7

1

5

1

4

2

6
_Caren_next_par_meter _

2

_Value_
2

Table 6 Output of GPSS Simulator 4.2.5.
_Start_time

_End_time

_Block_

_Facilities_

_Storages_

0.012

142.120

16

2

1

_Facility_

_Entris_util_

_AVG_

_TimeAvail_

_Owner2__Pend1_ _Enter_

_Retry_

_Delay_

_Sys

1

0.935

0.0061

1

1

1

USER2_a

CHAIN2_a

SIZE_a

RETRY2_a

AVE2_a CONT2_a ENTR2IES_aMAX2

AVE.TIME

LINE

3

1

0.00007

4

121.152

CECC

XNN

PRII

M11

ASSEMM CURRENT NEXT PARAMETER VALUE

8

2

338.769

8

14

_FEC_ _XN_

_PRI_

_BDT_

_Asem_

7

2

479.643

7

1

5

1

4

2

6
_Caren_next_par_meter _

2

_Value_
2

4.2.2. Analysis
A Comparative Study of the dependence of the numerical results is carried out.
𝑚 = 10
𝜏𝑠∗ = 100
(𝜆 = 0.001 − 0.005, 𝜇 = 0.010 − 0.022)
𝜌 = 0.1 − 0.9
𝐿𝑞 = 𝑓(𝜌), 𝜏𝑞 = 𝑓(𝜆)

Exponential service can be set as Equation (1):
𝐿𝑞 =

𝑃𝜌
(𝑁 − 𝜌)

(1)

Depending on the nature of the system object, the approximations of Equation (2) and (3)can be
made:
𝜌≪1

when

𝐿𝑞 →

𝜌𝑁+1
𝑁2

(2)
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𝜆
𝜇𝑁

→1

𝜌

𝐿𝑞 →

when

(3)

(𝑁−𝜌)

The timetable of the requirements for known requirements can be determined by the timing of the
waiting time, the time spent in the system and the number of expected requirements in the system Ls
as Equation (4) and (5):
𝜏𝑞 =
𝜆
𝜇𝑁

𝐿𝑞
𝜆

<1

𝐿𝑠

(4)

when

𝜏𝑠 =

when

𝐿𝑠 = 𝐿𝑞 + 𝜌

𝜆

(5)

Here, a large-scale computing experiment are conducted, the data presented in Table 7 are used as the
initial data and the numerical results shown in Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10 are obtained.
Table 7 large-scale computing experiment (𝑚 = 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜏∗𝑠 = 100).
𝜆

𝜇

𝜌

0.001

0.010

0.1

0.005

0.016

0.3

0.010

0.020

0.5

0.015

0.021

0.7

0.020

0.022

0.9

𝐿𝑞 = 𝑓(𝜌) , 𝐿𝑠 = 𝑓(𝜌) have

been studied (Table 8), 𝐿𝑞 (𝐿𝑠 ) maximum price 𝜌 = 0.3 ∗ (0.5) prices are
obtained, and the service process after these prices 𝐿𝑞 (𝐿𝑠 ) is followed by a tendency to decrease prices.

Table 8 large-scale computing experiment.
𝜌

𝐿𝑞

𝐿𝑠

0.1

1.05266315789504161E-

0.14350070001052632

11
0.3

3.1047753832124043E-11

0.3145059003334771

0.5

2.104626871380261E-12

0.5000000002004625

0.7

1.556307260232261E-09

4.4962066983534367E-12

0.9

1.0295045078373537E-13

3.4918851425784085E-13
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Table 9, 𝜏𝑞 = 𝑓(𝜆) , 𝜏𝑠 = 𝑓(𝜆) dependencies were taken. Here 𝜆 With the increase in prices 𝜏𝑠 the
price decreases and the optimal price of the system's characteristics 𝜆 = 0.020 when taken.

Table 9 optimal price (𝜏∗𝑠 = 100)
𝜆

𝜏𝑞

𝜏𝑠

0.001

1.052631578950416E-8

100.00000001052632

0.005

6.669550766424808E-8

62.500000066695506

0.010

2.004626871380261E-8

50.000000020046265

0.015

1.3042048401548407E-8

47.619047633208966

0.020

5.497522539186769E-9

45.45454546004298

It should be noted that with the increase in the price (Table 10), the total cost is considered minimum.
Table 10 optimal price (𝑚 = 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜏𝑠∗ = 100)
𝑁

𝑃1

𝑃2

2

9.003893535306852E10
5.011567178659951E10
4.499506698714965E10
2.473885142689683E10

9.00389353404013E-10

1.8007787069346985-9

5.011567178241353E-10

1.0023134356901306E-9

4.4995066983534367E-10

8.99901337068401E-10

2.4738851425784085E-10

4.94777028526809E-10

3
4
5

𝑃

𝐿𝑞

For the maximum price for the length of the queue in analytical model for limited and unlimited queue
system.
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Fig. 4 Dependence to the process of limited and unlimited queue service.
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Fig. 5 Dependence to the process of limited and unlimited queue service.
In the first case, the length of queue is accompanied with maximum value and then the service process
is accompanied with the downward trend in prices.
In this case, a rise occurs when there are optimal parameters of the system characteristics.
Based on the results obtained for the second option, the price of the length of the queue and the
number of claims in the system are reduced.
A comparative analysis of the obtained results shows that these results differ from each other in a
very short range and they can be used in building the distributed service networks of different types.
It should be noted that since it is difficult to analyze the different values of the input parameters of
the system characteristics and analyze them against distribution laws, detailed analysis should be
carried out by the simulation model.
It should be noted that the simulation model of queuing service systems in GPSS modeling language
has been developed to verify the adequacy of analytical models, large-scale experiment has been
conducted and results have been obtained. Based on the obtained results, the length of the queue of the
five realizations of the exchangeable imitation model, the changing trend of the waiting time of the
claims in the shift are as follows (Fig. 6-9).
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Fig. 6 The tendency towards changing the length of the queue according to the realizations of the
imitation model for the limited queue service.
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Fig. 7 The tendency towards changing the waiting time for the enquiries in the queue according to
the realizations of the imitation model for the limited queue service.
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Fig. 8 The tendency towards changing the ratio to which the service equipment are used for the
realizations of the imitation model for the process of the limited queue service.
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Fig. 9 The tendency towards changing the waiting time ratio for using the service equipment for the
realizations of the imitation model for the process of the limited queue.
The length of queue and tendency of change in waiting time of request has been studied in both models.
The time of acceptance of requests in the system is limited and exceeding this limit causes the loss of
requests. Here, the issue of minimization of the loss of requests on the account of the removal of a part
of requests from the system without waiting for the completion of service has been resolved as a
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preventive measure and relevant effective “intellectual” algorithm has been developed. The developed
algorithms of the organization of the interaction between the queue and service in QS model enables
to determine the optimum value of the length of queue in terms of the real time scale of requests of
system developers of some QS model for N computers and the procedure for the removal of
“unpromising” requests. Along with the fact that the reviewed model covers a broad class of modern
networks of different purpose, it confirmed that the forced removal of a certain part of requests waiting
in the queue for this class is always advisable. Besides, this enables reducing the burden on service
facilities, minimizing the loss of both types, and applying advanced software and technical support
mechanisms. It also allows a reduction in total loss of requests. Therefore, the availability of
parameters minimizing the total loss in the system for all options of interaction of software and
technical support is certain. The expediency of such optimization does not depend on a specific
situation and the certain complexity of the operating system is compensated with the increase in the
productivity of the system. The tendency of change of the length of queue on the realizations of
analytical and simulation models of limited and unlimited queue service processes is given in the Table
11 and 12.
Table 11 Analytical and simulation models of limited and unlimited queue service processes
Realizations
1

Analytical model LQ
11.001

Simulation model LQ
11.001

2

72.004

77.032

3

40.008

43.003

4

9.0050

10.100

5

86.012

84.000

Table 12 Analytical and simulation models of limited and unlimited queue service processes
Realizations
1

Analytical model LQ
78.023

Simulation model LQ
19.000

2

81.034

61.004

3

93.002

24.007

4

97.108

19.003

5

100.01

99.011

The tendency of change of waiting time of requests in the queue on the realizations of analytical and
simulation models of limited and unlimited queue service processes is given in the tables 13 and 14.
Table 13 Simulation models of limited and unlimited queue service processes.
Realizations
1

Analytical model LQ
5.000

Simulation model LQ
11.023

2

7.004

35.034

3

14.007

23.002

4

19.003

21.108

5

25.011

9.0101
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Table 14 Simulation models of limited and unlimited queue service processes.
Realizations
1

Analytical model LQ
20.005

Simulation model LQ
17.001

2

71.021

43.004

3

43.004

24.007

4

37.100

19.005

5

14.000

9.012

The tendency of the results of analytical (A) and simulation (I) models is determined by the Equation
(6).
⍙=[

|𝑖 − 𝐴|
] ∗ 100%
𝐴

(6)

Using this Equation, the tendency of the results of analytical (A) and simulation (I) models was (29) %. This confirms the consistency of analytical and simulation models with each other. The obtained
results of analytical and simulation models can be used in the development of distributed service
networks of different purposes. The results obtained based on the procedure, the algorithm for the
calculation of the optimum values of parameters of dynamic priorities in such system and simulation
algorithms are valuable information for the system developers that lead to the adequacy of analytical
model.

5. Conclusion
The proposed DPSS method is simulated and evaluated using GPSS simulator and then it is compared
with analytical (A) and simulation model. The evaluation results indicate the efficiency of the
proposed method for the waiting time, length of the queue on realizations, length of the shift on the
realization and limited and unlimited queue service processes. The proposed method simulation
results showed that this method is capable of decreasing the waiting time more stably and improving
length of the queue. The analysis of limited queuing service processes and the optimum organization
of queue and service results in maximum effectiveness of the system in terms of removing requests
that do not meet the condition of the value of presence of requests in the system on lack of exceeding
the possible maximum value before the beginning of service from the system or during service time.
The study of unlimited queuing service processes is of theoretical and practical significance in solving
the criteria and restrictions issues used in the formulation of the problem, and it enables meeting
expectations in the development of the systems of different purposes. The results of analytical and
simulation models of experiments conducted on both models are compared, and it is identified that
they differ in the allowable limit (2-9) %. Thus, the results obtained based on comparative analysis
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of analytical and simulation models of limited and unlimited queuing service systems prove the
adequacy of analytical model. In all cases, there is the finite value of the length of queue minimizing
the total loss in the wide range of the rules for the selection of requests for the service and service
time with Poisson input stream and exponential distribution law.
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